ROUND TABLE SERIES

*Children in the Permanent Managing Conservatorship of the Texas Department of Family and Protective Services*

**Executive Summary from the February 18, 2010, Round Table**

I. What Does Data Tell Us?

Traditionally, the judiciary has not had the ability to use Texas Department of Family and Protective Services (DFPS) data in a meaningful way to assess how its decisions affect outcomes for families and children involved in CPS cases. However, the federal government, DFPS, and the state legislature routinely rely on DFPS data to evaluate the state’s policies and performance in CPS cases. Because courts are critical decision-makers in the child welfare system, judges should become conversant with certain data to effectively participate in policy discussions and, in some cases, to respond to critiques about judicial performance. Data can help courts identify specific problem areas on which courts can or should focus their efforts. It also gives courts an information tool to initiate a conversation with the child welfare agency, attorneys, advocates and other stakeholders about possible systemic problems and ways to collaborate to improve child permanency, well-being and safety.

Data will never tell a court how to rule in a specific case or identify which jurisdictions are doing things “right” or “wrong.” It can only identify areas where a jurisdiction may be significantly different from national practices or standards or the rest of the state, raising issues for study.

**Background**

In March 2008, Texas underwent its second Child and Family Services Review (CFSR), which evaluated Texas’ Child Protective Services (CPS) system, including the state’s case review system, judicial processes, and child safety, permanency and well-being outcomes. The federal government noted that Texas had far too many children in Permanent Managing Conservatorship (PMC) and that child protection and judicial practices were creating barriers to permanency for this population. DFPS data shows that as of August 2009, 1 in every 4 children in state custody had been in care for three or more years. These children are essentially “stuck” and only a small number of them will ever achieve true permanency. Many eventually will age out once they turn 18.

Under the federal CFSR goal regarding aging out, no more than 37.5 percent of children who age out of foster care should have been in care more than three years, meaning that children who ultimately age out should be 15 or older when they enter care. Based on
fiscal year (FY) 2009 DFPS data, however, about 66 percent of children who aged out had been in care for 3 or more years, which means that 2 of every 3 of these children entered care at age 14 or younger.

Another CFSR measure of permanency is the percentage of children with termination of parental rights (TPR) exiting foster care to a permanent home, which is defined as reunification, PMC to a relative, or adoption. The federal standard is for 98 percent of children who exit with TPR to leave to a permanent home. In FY 2009, there were 15,369 Texas children in care with parental rights terminated. Of that number, only 90 percent (5,698 children) exited care to a permanent home. The 10 percent who aged out with TPR totaled 588 youth. Many of the 10,259 youth who remained in care during the fiscal year had been in PMC for several years.

As a result of Texas’ performance on these and other permanency measures, the federal government determined that Texas needs to make significant changes to its policies and practices to achieve permanency for children and youth who are currently in the State’s PMC, and to prevent the rebuilding of that population. In an effort to involve the judicial system in addressing this issue, DFPS requested assistance from the Supreme Court of Texas Permanent Judicial Commission for Children, Youth and Families (the Commission) in engaging Texas judges and other stakeholders in a collective “round table” discussion. For the round table discussion, DFPS provided data to the Center for Public Policy Priorities (CPPP). CPPP analyzed the data for the state overall as well as for several different geographic areas of the state. CPPP then presented its analysis to the round table participants using the aggregate data to identify possible barriers to permanency and to facilitate discussion of possible solutions to improve permanency outcomes.¹

The presentation was split into two main areas: (1) permanency from Temporary Managing Conservatorship (TMC) and (2) permanency from Permanent Managing Conservatorship (PMC). The following summarizes the data discussion from the presentation. It also suggests ways in which a court may use data to improve permanency outcomes in its jurisdiction.

A. Achieving Permanency from Temporary Managing Conservatorship

The judiciary has a significant amount of influence over how and when a child exits from TMC. Courts determine the time frame in which to issue the final order and make the determination on whether to extend a case for extraordinary circumstances or return a child home. However, courts can only terminate parental rights or appoint a relative as a child's PMC if these issues have been properly presented and are supported by evidence. The following section discusses DFPS data on specific permanency measures that illustrate Texas’ standing compared to federal standards and also highlight the wide range of outcomes around the state.

1. Timeliness and Reunification

¹ A list of round table participants is included in Exhibit A and a copy of CPPP’s round table presentation is included as Exhibit B.
Under both federal and state law, the first permanency goal should be reunification. If families achieve reunification, children do not enter PMC and avoid being stuck in care. State law requires that a final order be issued within one year, but allows for an extension of up to 180 days in “extraordinary circumstances.”

There is significant variation in reunification rates in Texas. For the state overall in 2009, 29 percent of children who exited TMC were reunified, but the rates among the counties reviewed as part of this round table data analysis ranged from a low of only 20 percent of children to almost 50 percent who were reunified.

Under the legal standard set out under Texas Family Code Section 263.401, a minority of cases should receive an extension past the one-year deadline. In 2009, on average, 40 percent of the cases with a final order received an extension, although there was a range among courts varying from about 1 percent to over 50 percent.

It is a popularly held belief that extending the case gives parents more time to engage in services or resolve underlying problems which in turn increases chances for reunification. The data reviewed as part of the Round Table, however, does not support that view. For example, in one jurisdiction reviewed, more than 50 percent of cases were extended beyond the 12-month deadline, but the extensions did not result in more reunifications. That jurisdiction had one of the lowest reunification rates in the state, at about 20 percent or only 1 in 5 children, exiting TMC to reunification.

Conversely, another court reviewed had one of the lowest rates of final order extensions and a high rate of reunification. In this court, only about 1 percent of its final orders were rendered after more than 1 year and the court’s reunification rate was 40 percent.

Courts may want to examine the number of final orders rendered within the one year deadline and the number of cases given extensions. If courts are granting extensions to allow parents more time to engage in services or to allow DFPS more time to provide services to increase chances of reunification, courts could look at their reunification numbers to confirm whether this is occurring.

However, if extensions are being granted because of a lack of community or judicial resources or to allow DFPS more time to establish reasonable efforts, courts may want to consider whether this presents extraordinary circumstances that justify keeping a child in care. The lack of resources or reasonable efforts may indicate a systemic problem that could be addressed by the child welfare and judicial community so that children in foster care do not bear the burden of system inadequacies. Staying in care longer only to achieve the same result that would have been achieved at the original deadline may only serve to

---

2 Texas Family Code §263.401.
3 Unless otherwise noted, all references to a year refer to the state fiscal year which runs from September 1 to August 31.
4 See Exhibit B, CPPP Presentation Slides 17-18, Page 18.
exacerbate problems that tend to develop with lengthy stays in foster care, all of which make achieving permanency more difficult.

2. Other Types of Exits: Adoption and Relative PMC

For children who do not return home, the most frequent form of exit from foster care is adoption. In 2009 for the state overall, 48 percent of children who exited to something other than reunification were adopted, often by relatives.

Both federal and state law favor adoption and states may receive additional IV-E funding for increasing adoptions year to year. Also, families who adopt are eligible to receive post adoption services. The Texas Administrative Code specifies that relative adoption must be considered before relative PMC.5

Exits from TMC to reunification or to relative PMC are considered good outcomes that all jurisdictions should strive for. Those courts with a high rate of children exiting to good outcomes from TMC will likely have a low rate of TPR, either because the child is reunified or a relative took PMC, negating the need for or possibility of TPR. Jurisdictions with a high rate of TPR may want to take a corresponding look at the number of adoptions consummated and the timeliness of consummations to ensure systemic barriers to adoption, such as the inability to get home-studies approved or the lack of adoption subsidies and post adoption services, do not exist.6 If a jurisdiction has a low rate of TPR, consider whether relative PMC is frequently the option chosen because it is perceived as a quicker route to permanency.

While adoption is preferred, the 2008 federal Fostering Connections to Success and Increasing Adoptions Act (FCA) was enacted to address the plight of thousands of young people who exit foster care without the stability of a safe, permanent family. Relatives can now receive ongoing financial assistance similar to an adoption subsidy through DFPS’ new Permanency Care Assistance (PCA) Program. To qualify, the relative must become a verified foster placement, and DFPS must find that adoption is not appropriate.7 However, PCA is not intended to replace adoption as the preferred permanency plan for a child or youth in care, which is why adoption must be ruled out before a family can qualify for assistance.

B. Achieving Permanency from Permanent Managing Conservatorship

Historically, once the state has become a child’s PMC, DFPS and courts have accepted the PMC status as “permanent.” In fact, there is no legal prohibition to modifying a court order granting PMC to DFPS to achieve reunification or termination. And, there are still active measures a court can take to expedite and facilitate permanency through the placement review hearing process.

5 Texas Administrative Code §700.1203.
7 42 U.S.C. §673(d).
1. Children in PMC with TPR

For the state overall, 10 percent or 1 in 10 children who started the year in PMC with TPR left care without a permanent home in 2009. As discussed above, the federal goal is 2 percent. None of the jurisdictions reviewed as part of this round table came close to this standard.

The judiciary can assist in ensuring that DFPS is doing everything possible to find an adoptive home for children with TPR. A recommended first step is to ensure the adoptive process is timely initiated by setting the initial placement review hearing within 90 days of the final order as required by a new amendment to the Texas Family Code.8 DFPS recently agreed to clarify its policy regarding Texas Family Code Section 102.006 to ensure caseworkers understand that the 90-day period is intended to apply to a delay in consummation only and not to finding and recruiting adoptive families or preparing a case for adoption during this time.9 Following the 90-day period, the court can monitor whether DFPS continues efforts to look for an adoptive home for the child at each subsequent placement review hearing.10 The placement review report should describe the specific actions DFPS has taken to find the child an adoptive home.11

Recent data shows that, for the state overall, at least 50 percent of all adoptions were completed just over one year after the final order terminating parental rights.12 If a child has been in PMC with TPR for more than 2 years and still is not in an adoptive home, the adoption plan has failed and should be revisited. DFPS should explore the use of enhanced adoption assistance payments for specialized or intense level of care children and document such efforts in each placement review report. Enhanced adoption assistance payments allow DFPS to pay an amount that is equal to the foster care payment the child would receive if certain eligibility criteria are met.13 For children who have been in PMC with TPR for more than 2 years, if the enhanced adoption assistance payment is not an option, the court should explore whether adoption is still an appropriate permanency goal. Even if adoption is appropriate as the primary goal, DFPS should concurrently work on an alternative by looking for relatives who may be willing to take PMC or explore whether a parent’s circumstances have changed such that they may be able to safely care for the child.

2. Children in PMC without TPR

In 2009, 24 percent of Texas children who entered PMC did so without TPR. However, there is wide variation around the state of the percentage of cases entering PMC without TPR,14 which ranges from 100 percent of cases in some jurisdictions to only 5 percent in others. Also, in FY 2009, 30 percent of children entering PMC without TPR were under the
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8 Texas Family Code §263.501(b) revised by the 81st Texas Legislature in 2009.
10 Texas Family Code §263.503(a)(5).
11 Texas Family Code §263.502(c)(6).
12 See Exhibit B, CPPP Presentation Slides 31-32, Page 25.
13 Texas Family Code §162.304(g) and Texas Administrative Code §700.807.
14 See Exhibit B, CPPP Presentation Slides 22-23, Pages 20-21.
age of 5. Around the state, the range between jurisdictions of the percentage of children under the age of 5 entering PMC without TPR was a low of 0 percent to a high of 38 percent.

In some instances, the higher rate of young children entering PMC without TPR may be the result of giving parents additional time for reunification. If so, entering PMC without TPR may not ultimately be a barrier to permanency as long as there is a timely subsequent reunification or TPR if the child cannot be returned home. One jurisdiction that had the highest rate of young children entering PMC without TPR also had a high rate of subsequent TPRs for children already in PMC. Courts may want to examine how long it takes after PMC to DFPS is rendered before reunification or TPR is reached. Additionally, courts may want to examine how often PMC to DFPS without TPR is occurring in those cases where the court is granting extensions for extraordinary circumstances.

If the system is operating properly, children who are in PMC without TPR would be limited mostly to those children who could not go home during TMC, for whom termination of parental rights is not appropriate or supported by the evidence, and for whom there is no relative available to take PMC. Even though these children may have many challenges, DFPS must continue to seek permanency for them. As stated previously, according to FY 2009 data, 1 in 4 children in PMC has been there for 3 or more years for a total of 6,400 children.\(^{15}\) Of all children who aged out in FY 2009, 6 of 10 were in care more than 3 years.\(^{16}\)

### 3. Children Who Will Age Out of Care

As noted above, there are some children for whom reunification, adoption or relative PMC are not viable options. For these children, the only permanency option legally available is Another Planned Permanent Living Arrangement (APPLA). In 2009, the Texas Legislature added Texas Family Code Section 263.3026, which requires DFPS to document that there is a compelling reason why the other permanency goals (reunification, TPR, or PMC to an individual other than DFPS), are not in the child’s best interest prior to designating APPLA as the child’s permanency goal. DFPS has clarified in its policy that caseworkers must justify selecting a permanency goal that involves DFPS continuing as the managing conservator. DFPS is in the process of renaming permanency goals, including using the term APPLA, which will more appropriately target youth who are 15 and older or who have substantial medical or other disabilities.

Although an APPLA anticipates that the child will remain in state custody until age 18, it is not simply long-term foster care. Like the other options, it must involve an adult making a permanent commitment to the child, but in a slightly different context than when PMC is granted to the adult.\(^{17}\) A permanent commitment in the APPLA context means the child will remain in state custody until age 18 and the adult will maintain an ongoing relationship with the child even after the child turns 18. Thus, even if a child’s only

\(^{15}\) See Exhibit B, CPPP Presentation Slides 11-12, Page 15.

\(^{16}\) See Exhibit B, CPPP Presentation Slides 13-14, Page 16.

\(^{17}\) Texas Family Code §263.503(7) (B).
permanency option is an APPLA, DFPS is still obligated to continue trying to identify a family or adult who will make a permanent commitment to the child, and at every placement review hearing, courts must evaluate DFPS’ efforts in this regard.

C. How A Court Can Use Data to Improve Permanency Outcomes

A court interested in learning more about data from its jurisdiction and comparable areas can request the following data, currently available for fiscal year 2009, through a technical assistance request from the Children’s Commission.

**Timeliness:**
- Percentage of final orders issued within 1 year
- Number of final orders issued after more than 1 year
- Mean time from TPR to adoption for children who were adopted

**Permanency:**
- Percentage of children who reunify from TMC
- Percentage of children exiting TMC into PMC
- Of the children who enter PMC, percentage who enter PMC without TPR
- Age break down of children entering PMC without TPR
- Percentage of children who are in PMC without TPR and have a subsequent TPR within 12 months
- Percentage of relative PMC versus relative adoption
- Of children exiting TMC or PMC, percentage who exit to a permanent home
- Of children who aged out, percentage who were in care 3 or more years
- Of children who exited PMC with TPR, percentage who did not exit to a permanent home
- Percentage of children who left care and who reentered care within 12 months

**In Closing**
Achieving permanency for children in foster care presents many challenging issues. What works for one jurisdiction may not work in another. This paper is intended to continue the dialogue we hope Texas engages in as it strives to find true, safe permanency for all children, youth and families involved. This paper does not represent everything discussed at the Round Table. Barriers and possible solutions were also discussed and those issues will be more thoroughly considered in Part II of this Round Table series.
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Federal ASFA and Texas Family Code Assumptions

- Childhood is a critical period for physical, emotional, social, intellectual development
- A permanent living arrangement is important for good development
- Permanency must be achieved within a child's time instead of an adult’s time
- Therefore, courts must move quickly to the best possible permanency
What Is the Best Possible Permanency?

- Specific order of preference under federal and state law: Exit to parents, relative, adoption, APPLA
  - Assumes this is generally the order of the “best” possible permanency

- In a timely manner
  - State law: Unless an extension, through TMC in 12 months (TFC § 263.401)
    • Can only extend up to 180 days and must be based on “extraordinary circumstances” that “necessitate” continuing the child in TMC
  - CFSR measures:
    • Reunification (within 12 months)
    • Adoption (within 24 months)
    • Aging Out – (Percentage who have been in care 3 years or more; if you are 15 years or older when come into care you aren’t counted in the measure)
    • Re-entry into the system

- No measures for child’s overall well-being (school performance, health, college, job, etc)

Permanency--APPLA

- Federal ASFA provides for "another planned permanent living arrangement" (APPLA), which can only be the designated plan when all other options are not available. 42 USC 675(5)(C): 
  "(in cases where the State agency has documented to the State court a compelling reason for determining that it would not be in the best interests of the child to return home, be referred for termination of parental rights, or be placed for adoption, with a fit and willing relative, or with a legal guardian) [when the child is] placed in another planned permanent living arrangement . . . .”
Looking at Proportion to assess Performance

Numerator = the number of equal parts that are to be added together
Denominator = the number of equal parts into which the unit is divided

Numerator = kids you want to know about
Denominator = total possible kids

Numerator = Little Number
Denominator = Big Number

Of all kids who exited, if you want to know the proportion (percentage) that went home, you divide the numerator by the denominator:

**All Children Who Went Home**
**All Children Who Exited**

2009 = 31%

---

**Children In Care, 2009**

- 29,289 start in DFPS custody
- 12,202 enter DFPS custody
- 41,491 in care during year
- Exit 14,497 (35%)
- Still In care 26,994 (65%)

- Home 4,423 (31%)
- Relative PMC 3,213 (22%)
- Adoption 4,859 (34%)
- Age out 1,453 (10%)
- Other 549 (4%)

- In Home 1,809 (7%)
- Relative 7,673 (28%)
- Adoptive 957 (4%)
- Foster RTC 15,932 (59%)
- Other 623 (2%)

Included in DFPS custody are youth 18 or older who remain in DFPS care.
Removals
Percentage of Cases Opened for Services with DFPS Custody FY05-FY10 to date

Exhibit B

Exits from DFPS 1997-2009

Exhibit B
Evaluating Outcomes: Percentage of Exits Who Re-enter Care within 12 Months

Re-entries based on exits during April 1, 2007-March 31, 2009

Evaluating Outcomes: Percentage of exits who re-enter care within 12 Months

Re-entries based on exits during April 1, 2007-March 31, 2009
Exhibit B

Problem: Children Stuck in Care
Percentage of Children in Care for 3 or More Years as of FY End 2009

- 26% (6405 kids)
- 14% (77 kids)
- 11% (47 kids)
- 10% (152 kids)

- 7% (19 kids)
- 10% (38 kids)
- 10% (105 kids)
- 14% (22 kids)

- 12% (114 kids)
- 10% (111 kids)
- 15% (129 kids)
- 13% (110 kids)

- 14% (112 kids)
- 15% (111 kids)
- 15% (112 kids)
- 17% (120 kids)

- 22% (152 kids)
- 10% (105 kids)
- 14% (22 kids)
- 15% (28 kids)

- 7% (19 kids)
- 10% (38 kids)
- 10% (105 kids)
- 14% (22 kids)

- 12% (114 kids)
- 10% (111 kids)
- 15% (129 kids)
- 13% (110 kids)

- 14% (112 kids)
- 15% (111 kids)
- 15% (112 kids)
- 17% (120 kids)

- 22% (152 kids)
- 10% (105 kids)
- 14% (22 kids)
- 15% (28 kids)
Problem: Aging Out in Care
Percentage that Age Out after 3+ Years in Care

Timeframe is April 1, 2008-March 31, 2009

Exhibit B
How Children Exited TMC in FY 2009

Exhibit B

- Home
- Relative PMC
- Other PMC
- PMC

State

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bexar County</th>
<th>Travis County</th>
<th>Harris County</th>
<th>El Paso County</th>
<th>Central CPC</th>
<th>State</th>
<th>Panhandle CPC</th>
<th>Northeast CPC</th>
<th>Rio West CPC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>60%</td>
<td>56%</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>53%</td>
<td>53%</td>
<td>48%</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29%</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>37%</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>34%</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Percentage of Exits from TMC with a Final Order within 1 Year

- Harris County: 47%
- Panhandle CPC: 48%
- Travis County: 52%
- El Paso County: 54%
- Bexar County: 59%
- State: 60%
- Central CPC: 77%
- Rio West CPC: 86%
- Northeast CPC: 99%
Barriers to Final Order within 1 Year

Barriers to Permanency from TMC

How Children Exited from PMC in FY 2009
Exhibit B

How Children Exited from PMC in FY 2009

How Children Entered PMC in FY 2009 – W or W/O TPR
How Children Entered PMC in FY 2009 - W or W/O TPR

Ages of Children Entering PMC w/o TPR in FY 2009
Ages of Children Entering PMC w/o TPR in FY 2009

Relative PMC versus Relative Adoption
Relative PMC versus Relative Adoption

Pros and Cons of PMC with TPR

Barriers to PMC with TPR
How Children Who Started Year in PMC with TPR Exited in FY 2009

Exhibit B

How Children Who Started Year in PMC with TPR Exited in FY 2009
Exhibit B

**Timeliness for Children Adopted**

- **Median Time to TPR**
- **Median Time from TPR to Adoption**

### State Timelines

- **Median Time to TPR**
- **Median Time from TPR to Adoption**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Median Time to TPR</th>
<th>Median Time from TPR to Adoption</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Travis County</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>11.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>El Paso County</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bexar County</td>
<td>836</td>
<td>10.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harris County</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>13.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panhandle CPC</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>18.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rio West CPC</td>
<td>288</td>
<td>13.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State Central CPC</td>
<td>4,663</td>
<td>12.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northeast CPC</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harris County</td>
<td>693</td>
<td>16.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bexar County</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>11.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>El Paso County</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>13.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Travis County</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>11.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rio West CPC</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State Central CPC</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>12.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northeast CPC</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harris County</td>
<td>693</td>
<td>16.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panhandle CPC</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>18.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Timelines are April 1, 2008-March 31, 2009.
Barriers to Getting Children with TPR Adopted Quickly

Moving Children Who Started FY 2009 in PMC without TPR to Permanence
Moving Children Who Started FY 2009 in PMC without TPR to Permanence

Permanency for Children without TPR: Keep DFPS Working

- In placement review report, DFPS must describe efforts to return home, find a relative, discuss permanency with current caregiver, or evaluate whether TPR is appropriate (TFC§ 263.502(c)(7))

- Court can order DFPS to provide services to parent for not more than 6 months, if T(FC § 263.503(b)):
  - No one else is seeking PMC; and
  - Further efforts are
    - In child’s best interest
    - Likely to result in the child’s safe return
Barriers to Permanency for Children without TPR?

Socrates asked:

“What is the only question data has ever answered?”

The Chorus Replied:

“What other data do we need?”
CPPPP Resources
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